RECURSOS: MÓDULO ECOSISTEMAS COMO LA BASE PARA LA SALUD

Bibliografía recomendada:


**RECURSOS EN LINEA:**

**ECOSISTEMAS, ECOLOGIA Y SISTEMAS COMPLEXOS Y ADAPTIVOS**

- **Ecosystems**: The Habitable Planet, videos and resources (includes a 28 min introduction to ecosystems)
- **Ecology Lab simulator**: "build your own" ecosystem, and explore the effects of these interrelationships. The Habitable Planet.
- **Ecosystems and ecological networks** Animation and Video by the California Academy of Sciences (8:55min).
- **Ecosystems Services**: Animation and Video by the California Academy of Sciences (9min).
- **Biodiversity and the web of life**: What is biodiversity and why is it important? CSIRO (7:51min)
• **Why is biodiversity so important?** Ted-Ed,

• **The systems view of life: Ecology as a science of relationships:** Fritjof Capra, excerpt from ‘A thinking allowed’ (11mins)

• **Complex Adaptive Systems & Complexity Theory.** Online resources from the Think Academy, [http://think-academy.io/](http://think-academy.io/) (9.34mins)

-----------------------------------------------

**ESCALAS DE ECOSISTEMAS Y ECOLOGÍA**

• Resources for’ zooming in and out’, through social and ecological scales [http://scaleofuniverse.com](http://scaleofuniverse.com)

• Ecological Footprints as ways to understand impact across scales: and [http://www.footprintnetwork](http://www.footprintnetwork)

• Ecological thinking: *Exiting the Anthropocene and Entering the Symbiocene*

-----------------------------------------------

**GENTE (Y SALUD) EN SUS ECOSISTEMAS**

• **An introduction to Social-Ecological Systems and Resilience:** Stockholm Resilience Centre (Video 2:11min)

• **How to Apply Resilience Thinking:** Seven principles for building resilience in social-ecological systems. Stockholm Resilience Centre (Whiteboard Seminar Video 5:50min)

• **Regime Shift:** Large, Abrupt, Persistent Changes in the Structure and Function of Social Ecological Systems: Stockholm Resilience Centre (1:53mins)

• **Ecosystem services and human well-being:** Stockholm Resilience Centre (Whiteboard Seminar Video 5:50min)

• **The Empathic Civilisation:** The profound ways empathy has shaped our development, our society and our planet. RSA/Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (10:40mins)

-----------------------------------------------

**SALUD Y LA NATURALEZA**

• **Nature: Medicine for Cities and People | UICN;**

• **Healthy Parks Healthy People:** Parks Victoria, Melbourne Australia (2:30min)

• **Biodiversity and Human Health.** International Union for Conservation of Nature (3:21min)

• **Talking nature and mental health at IUCN Congress**

• **WHO and the importance of biodiversity for human health**

• **Biodiversity and Health:** Link TV. Earth Focus Episode 41 (27mins)

http://coevolving.com/aalto/201602-st2-muoe8004/infographics/20160219_SystemsThinking2_Group8_infographic_900x3399.png

https://www.iucn.org/theme/water/resources/infographics

https://www.iucn.org/?uNewsID=11765